
Your Ad Here
on the WGNS
Newsletter

Your ad will be one of two
in 55,000 “NEWS” Emails sent each month

WGNS

Be A Part of the WGNS News Email Service

The WGNS News Email that is sent out every Monday - Friday morning is very clear, simple 
and non-evasive. WGNS provides the recipients with a news headline and the first sentence
of the news story followed by a link to the full article. We also send out the daily obituaries.  

The email simply has a main WGNS logo at the top, followed by one ad at bottom of the email. 
We strive to keep the news email very clean and simple with ONLY two ads that click through 
to your website or message. We send out the emails in groups of 2500 recipients. 

You can be a part of over 55,000 emails sent out monthly (Monday - Friday). Each group of 2500
email recipients will receive WGNS News emails once daily, Monday - Friday.  Your logo will be 
featured at the top or bottom of the page (ad rotates between top and bottom daily). Your
business will be in a group of 2,500 email recipients that will have the WGNS news in their inbox 
daily. This amounts to over 55,000 emails per month. The group of recipients will not change, 
your ad will be seen by the same 2,500 daily. We keep your ad in groups of 2500 because it is 
important for the same people to see your ad daily. It is called repetition. Repetition in advertising 
gets the BEST results, this is true in radio, email and WGNSradio.com advertising! 

Investment: Roughly 1-Penny for Every Sent Email = $550 Per Month

WGNS - Serving Our Community since 1947



890x155 pixels
in size. ad will 
link to your

website.

The above is the basic layout of the emailed 
newsletter. The top and the bottom ad are the 
same size. The ads will rotate from day to day
from the top to the bottom of the page. 
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